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ABSTRACT
Data scientists frequently analyze data by writing scripts. We conducted a contextual inquiry with interdisciplinary researchers, which revealed that parameter tuning is a highly iterative process and that debugging is time-consuming. As analysis scripts evolve and become more complex, analysts have difficulty conceptualizing their workflow. In particular, after editing a script, it becomes difficult to determine precisely which code blocks depend on the edit. Consequently, scientists frequently re-run entire scripts instead of re-running only the necessary parts. We present ProvBuild, a tool that leverages language-level provenance to streamline the debugging process by reducing programmer cognitive load and decreasing subsequent runtimes, leading to an overall reduction in elapsed debugging time. ProvBuild uses provenance to track dependencies in a script. When an analyst debugs a script, ProvBuild generates a simplified script that contains only the information necessary to debug a particular problem. We demonstrate that debugging the simplified script lowers a programmer’s cognitive load and permits faster re-execution when testing changes. The combination of reduced cognitive load and shorter runtime reduces the time necessary to debug a script. We quantitatively and qualitatively show that even though ProvBuild introduces overhead during a script’s first execution, it is a more efficient way for users to debug and tune complex workflows. ProvBuild demonstrates a novel use of language-level provenance, in which it is used to proactively improve programmer productively rather than merely providing a way to retroactively gain insight into a body of code.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers across a wide range of disciplines routinely parse, transform and process data by writing data analysis scripts. Scripts are a convenient and flexible way for data scientists to decompose a data processing procedure into steps, including preprocessing data input, training models, tuning arguments or parameters, adding new analysis functions, and propagating changes through to other data. By some estimates, millions of people write scripts to conduct data analysis tasks. However, only a small portion are professional software engineers [52].

It is standard for researchers to arrange their scripts and data into a pipeline [3], which typically consists of reading data from more than one input, analyzing and ingesting data with multiple processing steps and producing one or more outputs. We conducted a contextual inquiry with five research scientists at a large research university to understand common data processing procedures and the pain points of analysis pipeline development. While each participant struggled with a unique set of challenges, a few problems were common to all. All participants used an iterative process based on editing, executing, and evaluating. In particular, researchers repeatedly changed parameters and reran scripts until they arrived at “good” parameter settings. Parameter tuning accounted for the majority of development time. Although in theory each edit required re-executing only dependent portions of the analysis pipeline, in practice, researchers defaulted to rerunning the entire scripts, because it was not obvious how to rerun only the necessary parts. This procedure was both time-consuming and cognitively demanding.

Efficiently tuning model parameters is an open problem [49]. Tuning time grows exponentially as program dimensionality increases [51]. Rerunning a pipeline after modifying a script technically requires running only the dependent (downstream) components. However, identifying these dependencies requires reasoning about the entire workflow, which is complex and inconvenient. Consequently, researchers usually rerun entire workflows after each change. As a result, each iteration takes more time than is strictly necessary. Thus, tuning parameters and debugging can take hours. A tool that optimizes this process has the potential to increase researcher efficiency.
To address this inefficiency, we developed ProvBuild, a data analysis environment that uses change impact analysis [4] to improve the iterative editing process in script-based workflow pipelines by harnessing a script’s provenance. In particular, we use language-level provenance [13], which records information about every line of code executed by a script, including variable names, variable values, function definitions, function calls and their parameters, and the relationships among all these objects [37]. ProvBuild demonstrates a novel use of such provenance. Traditionally, provenance tools have been used for visualizing workflows (e.g., [7, 45, 48]) explaining the results of relational queries [9, 10, 19], or recording system behavior [5, 36, 42]. In contrast, ProvBuild uses provenance to improve programmer productivity. ProvBuild obtains provenance using noWorkflow [44], a Python-based provenance capture tool. Using the provenance information, ProvBuild identifies dependencies between inputs, program statements, functions, variables, and outputs, allowing it to precisely identify the sections of a script that must be re-executed to correctly update results after a modification. ProvBuild then generates a customized script, the ProvScript, that contains only those sections affected by a modification. We hypothesized that this streamlined script would allow users to reason more easily and quickly about the consequences of their edits incurring less cognitive load and allowing users to complete their job more quickly. We evaluated this hypothesis in multiple ways.

First, we evaluated ProvBuild in a controlled laboratory experiment with 21 participants who performed a series of debugging tasks with and without ProvBuild. Next, we ran benchmarks to quantify how much time ProvBuild saved during script re-execution. Finally, we evaluated ProvBuild in another user study. In this real-world deployment study, we gave 12 participants access to ProvBuild for a week and used surveys to assess ProvBuild’s utility. We asked participants how and when they chose to use ProvBuild in their daily work.

The contributions of this paper are:

- A novel use of language-level provenance. Provenance is used proactively to improve programmer productivity rather than merely providing a way to retroactively gain insight into a body of code. ProvBuild is the first debugging tool to leverage language-level provenance to reduce cognitive load and execution time.
- A quantitative experiment demonstrating that ProvBuild shortens re-execution time using stored provenance.
- A controlled lab study demonstrating that users prefer programming with ProvBuild to programming without it, that they complete programming tasks more quickly, and that ProvBuild reduces their cognitive load.
- A real-world deployment study where users explained that ProvBuild saved them time, helped them understand their workflow, and provided more immediate results.

Section 2 describes our contextual inquiry that led to the development of ProvBuild. Section 3 presents ProvBuild’s design and implementation. Sections 4-7 describe and report the results of our various evaluations. Discussion, related work and conclusions follow in Sections 8-10.

2 PROBLEM FORMATION

ProvBuild is the result of a contextual inquiry into how researchers interact with their data. Using the contextual inquiry method [6], we conducted a field study with five researchers at a large research university. The researchers’ areas of expertise included applied mathematics, computer science, geography, applied physics, and clinical biology.

We began by interviewing each participant about the specifics of their data analysis tasks taken from their own research projects and the steps they take in performing these tasks. Then, two researchers observed participants with minimal interference as they executed these tasks. We took notes on how they executed their analysis (e.g., by typing commands to an interpreter or running a script), what they did when they encountered a surprising or unexpected result, and how they evaluated changes they made. We also asked them explicitly to verbally express any frustration with their process; afterward we asked them what sorts of tools might reduce that frustration.

After comparing the individual researchers’ notes, we drew two main conclusions. First, users spent significant time re-executing scripts during the data analysis process, and parameter tuning accounts for the majority of development time. Three participants mentioned that they had to run scripts multiple times to identify appropriate patterns, engineer features, and train models. Some also stated that it required a great deal of effort to produce a desired output. They reported that tuning model parameters was time-consuming, because the process involved manually re-running whole scripts for each parameter combination. Although changes in the middle of an analysis pipeline do not require executing statements prior to the change, users report that it was difficult to identify which parts of a script were affected by a change; doing so required too much effort. The researchers tended to treat the data analysis pipeline as a discrete, indivisible unit. After editing a script, our subjects all simply reran their entire pipeline.

Second, researchers placed a high premium on ease of adoption when considering new tools. During interviews, participants expressed interest in a tool that would reduce inefficiencies surrounding data processing. However, this interest was qualified by hesitations about the overhead of learning and adopting a new tool. We concluded that familiarity and usability must be first class considerations in addressing the re-execution inefficiency.

3 PROVBUILD: PIPELINE DEBUGGING USING PROVENANCE

We designed and developed ProvBuild to address the challenges we discovered in our contextual inquiry. ProvBuild leverages language-level provenance collected by noWorkflow [37], which uses program slicing [56] to record every action taken in a script and the dependencies between objects, such as variables, values, and functions. Using these data dependencies, when a user modifies a script, ProvBuild identifies precisely which script statements must be re-executed to produce new results. ProvBuild constructs a shortened script, called a ProvScript, that reduces re-execution time and makes it easier to reason about the effect of a user’s modification. ProvBuild consists of a backend engine (Figure 1, Section 3.3) and a user interface (Figure 3, Section 3.5).
3.1 The User View
When a user begins tuning or debugging a script, they upload their script to ProvBuild. Using the frontend GUI, described in Section 3.5, they select the function, output, or variable they are debugging/tuning. (For the rest of the section, we refer to this as the target.) ProvBuild then generates a ProvScript, which contains only the code necessary to produce the target. The example shown in Figure 2 illustrates this procedure. Imagine that a user wishes to debug the baz function. The baz function affects lines 9 and 14 only, since c contains the return value of baz (line 9), which is then used to compute e in line 14. ProvBuild treats variables a, b, d, and f as constants, since their values do not depend on baz and do not need to be recomputed. ProvBuild extracts the appropriate values for them from the provenance and assigns those values to the variables in the resulting ProvScript.

Without ProvBuild, users typically rerun the entire script after each edit; with ProvBuild, users run the automatically generated ProvScript after an edit. In the example, ProvBuild inserts four lines at the top of the ProvScript assigning the constant values of a, b, d, and f as constants, since their values do not depend on baz and do not need to be recomputed. ProvBuild then generates a ProvScript, which identifies the parts of the script on which a particular edit depends. It then produces the ProvScript by traversing the dependency graph, assigning variables concrete values where possible and computed values otherwise. We discuss this in more detail in the next section.

3.2 Provenance Collection
Figure 1 depicts ProvBuild’s high-level architecture. ProvBuild captures provenance using noWorkflow [37, 44], an open source provenance collection tool for Python. noWorkflow uses a combination of static and dynamic analysis to capture three types of provenance [18]. Definition provenance is a record of all global variables and function definitions, calls, and arguments in a script. Deployment provenance includes the execution environment and library dependencies. Execution provenance accumulates while a script runs and can be either coarse-grain or fine-grain. Coarse-grain provenance includes information about every function invocation (the function, its arguments, and the return value) and file accesses. noWorkflow uses program slicing [56] to capture fine-grain provenance, such as control flows and variables and their dependencies.

Although ProvBuild currently works with provenance captured by noWorkflow, there is nothing in its design that precludes it from working with other language-level provenance capture systems, such as R’s RDataTracker [34]. We leave development of a provenance-capture-agnostic version of ProvBuild to future work.

ProvBuild analyzes the fine-grain provenance to construct a dependency graph, which identifies the parts of the script on which a particular edit depends. It then produces the ProvScript by traversing the dependency graph, assigning variables concrete values where possible and computed values otherwise. We discuss this in more detail in the next section.

3.3 Dependency Exploration
ProvBuild’s backend consists of two main parts: (1) dependency exploration and (2) script merging. We discuss dependency exploration here and script merging in the next section.

The key to ProvBuild lies in its ability to construct an accurate dependency graph. Some components of the dependency graph appear in the provenance while others do not. The following paragraphs, which address function definitions and control flow, describe the different strategies employed in constructing a provenance graph in which we can explore dependencies.

3.3.1 Function Definitions. There are two kinds of functions that the ProvScript might need: those appearing in the script (which are part of the definition provenance) and those that come from imported libraries. ProvBuild identifies the necessary subset of the the functions appearing in the script using the function invocation information in the provenance. Rather than identifying precisely which functions are needed from libraries, we retain all import statements from the original script in the ProvScript.
3.3.2 Control Flow. There are aspects of a script that ProvBuild needs to construct for the ProvScript that are not recorded in the provenance. For example, noWorkflow provenance does not fully capture conditional control flow, because provenance is an execution record, and any specific execution follows only one clause of an if-elif-else statement. However, ProvBuild needs to include all conditional clauses in a ProvScript to ensure that re-execution is correct. ProvBuild accomplishes this using static analysis of the original script. During this static analysis, it creates a pseudo function for the the entire conditional expression (i.e., including all conditions). When ProvBuild needs to include a conditional expression in the ProvScript, it includes the pseudo function instead of including just the single clause from the actual execution.

Consider the following. In the original script in Figure 2, a is even, so foo always executes on line 11 and bar never does. The execution provenance records the use of foo but not bar, which appears only in the definition provenance. Now, let’s say that a user is interested in tuning the value of a (i.e., change the argument to foo from 10 to 9). When they re-execute, noWorkflow’s execution provenance indicates that foo is the only function that depends on x. ProvBuild observes that a conditional appears in the ProvScript and includes the full conditional clause as shown in the following code, so that re-execution produces the correct result, even when a is odd during a later execution.

```python
# ProvScript
[1] ... # variable b, c, e, f assignments
[3]     return var ######L2
[5]     return var*3 ######L4
[6] a = foo(9) ######L7
[7] if a % 2 == 0: ######L10
[8]     d = foo(3) ######L11
[9] else: ######L12
[10]    d = bar(2) ######L13
```

Proactively including every possible function definition could lead to an overly complicated ProvScript. Instead, ProvBuild uses iterative exception handling to identify only those function definitions needed for a particular execution. The iterative exception handling happens only when executing statements in a conditional that either were not executed the first time or require loading of additional functions. ProvBuild initially relies on the execution provenance; in the example, the ProvScript includes only foo’s definition. If the user makes the value of a odd and re-executes, the ProvScript throws a NameError exception when it encounters the invocation of bar. ProvBuild catches the exception, extracts the necessary function definition from the original script, and regenerates the ProvScript with the additional function. ProvBuild continues catching such exceptions, regenerating the ProvScript each time, until script execution completes without the NameError exception. The ProvScript is a superset of a program slice and our iterative dynamic trapping ensures that we are not missing necessary parts of the program.

3.3.3 Constructing the Provenance Graph. Given a target, we divide the execution provenance of a script into upstream provenance, everything on which the target depends, and downstream provenance, everything that depends on the target. If we view execution provenance as a graph, ProvBuild collects upstream provenance by selecting the ancestors of the target and captures downstream provenance by selecting the target’s descendents. While most provenance systems avoid cycles in provenance graphs, noWorkflow allows them, and they require special attention. Consider the original script (lines 15–17) in Figure 2. Assume that the user is interested in the derivation of the value of f. The provenance indicates that x depends on both lines 15 and 17. However, neither noWorkflow’s static nor dynamic analysis identify that it also depends on the values of i that occur in line 16.

ProvBuild performs its own loop analysis to address this omission. It creates upstream provenance for variables dependent upon loop iterators. So, when ProvBuild constructs the ProvScript for the example above, it includes the iterator i in the upstream provenance of f.

ProvBuild also uses the dynamically collected upstream and downstream provenance to track implicit dependencies. Consider the original script (lines 7–9). Function baz takes foo’s return values a and b as parameters. This means that c depends on foo implicitly and baz explicitly. Thus, changing baz requires rerunning only line 9 and its downstream, while changing foo requires rerunning all three lines and their downstream. ProvBuild includes all implicit function and variable relationship in the ProvScript.

Validity. Considering only deterministic programs, let M be the point of the first modification. Assuming that noWorkflow captures all dependencies, the ProvScript reproduces the state from the original execution prior to M. Consider the two cases concerning provenance that depends on M: 1) Dependencies that existed in the original execution are, by definition, carried over into the ProvScript; 2) Dependencies that did not appear in the original execution, must be the result of a conditional expression in the original script; the ProvScript incorporates all clauses for every such conditional encountered. ProvBuild constructs the transitive closure of the dependencies in the program, ensuring that the resulting ProvScript is correct.

3.4 Script Merging

Users can edit the simpler ProvScript directly, and ProvBuild automatically merges those changes back into the original script. After merging, future ProvScripts are based on the new, merged version of the file.

To merge successfully, ProvBuild maintains a record of the differences between the original script and the ProvScript. We annotate each line in the ProvScript with comments that explicitly map the line to its corresponding line in the original file. For example, in the following ProvScript, ProvBuild adds comments beginning with the special ###### token, since the definition of function baz and the assignments of variable z in lines 5, 7, 8 and 9 are inherited from the original script. The assignments in lines 1–4 are inserted by ProvBuild, not the user, so they are not marked.

```python
# ProvScript (After user edits)
[1] a = 10
[2] b = 20
[3] d = 3
[4] f = 204
```
Figure 3: The ProvBuild interface features four boxes. We assume that all user scripts write to an output file. The blue box displays the contents of this output file. The yellow box displays the original script for user reference and the black box displays the ProvScript. The grey box displays terminal output, such as errors and print statements. The sidebar on the left provides easy access to the user commands. In ProvBuild mode, the user specifies the target, either a function or variable, to change/debug. After editing the ProvScript, the user runs it, and examines the output. When the user is satisfied with the output, the user merges the changes into the original script. At this point, the yellow box updates to contain the revised script; the user can then select another object to edit.

```
[6] var1 = var1 + 1
[7] return var1+var2 ******L6
[8] c = baz(a,b) ******L9
[9] ******L15
```

New lines in the ProvScript (e.g., line 6), contain no added markers, while deleted lines (e.g., line 9) appear as a line with the marker of the deleted line, but no code. The information provided by the markers enables ProvBuild to correctly merge changes into the original script.

These comment characters are incidental to our prototype. We used them to avoid making changes to the underlying editor. A real deployment would implement tracking in the editor, making it invisible to the user. There are standard techniques for such tracking [31, 35].

3.5 Interface Design

Our interface allows users to debug functions or variables on a simplified version of an original script and seamlessly merge those modifications back into the original script. To facilitate evaluation, the ProvBuild prototype interface supports both conventional editing (i.e., editing on the entire script) and the ProvBuild provenance-driven editing of a ProvScript. In either case, the user begins by selecting the mode of interaction (conventional or ProvBuild) and identifying the script with which they are working. In ProvBuild mode, the interface activates the provenance tracking backend.

ProvBuild is designed to abstract the provenance-driven incremental build process away from the user. Users interact with their scripts through the three main modules shown in Figure 3. Each module is explained in more detail below.

- **Search**: The user inputs the name of the function or variable to edit (see (1) in Figure 3). ProvBuild extracts the object’s dependencies based on the stored provenance information and generates a ProvScript containing only code pertaining to the chosen object.
- **Execute**: Instead of running the original script, ProvBuild executes the shortened ProvScript for the user (see (2) in Figure 3). This reduces run time.
- **Merge**: ProvBuild allows users to easily merge edits from the ProvScript into the original file (see (3) in Figure 3).

When used in conventional mode, the interface is similar to common modern text editors. Users simply edit their scripts and re-execute them in their entirety.

4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We conducted three studies to evaluate ProvBuild’s performance, effectiveness, and usability. Our goal is to answer the following four research questions (RQ):

- **RQ1**: How well can ProvBuild improve debugging efficiency in basic programming tasks?
- **RQ2**: How much overhead does noWorkflow introduce during initial script execution?
- **RQ3**: How much speedup does ProvBuild produce when re-executing a script after a modification?
- **RQ4**: In real-world settings, how do data scientists use ProvBuild in their daily work, and what benefits and challenges do they experience?

We address RQ1 using the results of a controlled experiment involving a lab setting with scripts constructed specifically for the experiment. We address RQ2 and RQ3 using quantitative measures of ProvBuild runtime and overhead. We conducted another user study involving data scientists using ProvBuild on their own analysis scripts in the wild to answer RQ4.

5. STUDY 1: CONTROLLED LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

To answer RQ1, we conducted a controlled lab study to quantify ProvBuild’s ability to reduce the time to complete a task and to obtain empirical insights into real-world challenges. We asked participants to perform a series of debugging tasks with and without ProvBuild and evaluated their behavior both qualitatively and quantitatively. The study design was driven by the following hypotheses:

- **Hypothesis 1**: ProvBuild will decrease task completion time. Since the ProvScript is shorter than the original file and its re-execution time is shorter, users will complete the tasks more quickly.
- **Hypothesis 2**: ProvBuild will decrease users’ cognitive load. Cognitive load is the total amount of working memory resources being used. Because ProvBuild removes irrelevant
We used snowball sampling [21] to recruit participants from multiple fields including computer science, electrical engineering, applied physics, and applied mathematics. 21 volunteers participated in the study (14 men, 7 women; 21 – 28 years old, $M = 24.3$, 2 undergraduate students, 11 graduate students, 8 professional data scientists). All had some experience programming in Python and had worked on at least one data analysis project.

We conducted all trials in the same room using a Macbook Pro laptop running macOS. The ProvBuild interface ran in the Google Chrome browser.

### 5.1 Participants and Apparatus

We used snowball sampling [21] to recruit participants from multiple fields including computer science, electrical engineering, applied physics, and applied mathematics. 21 volunteers participated in the study (14 men, 7 women; 21 – 28 years old, $M = 24.3$, 2 undergraduate students, 11 graduate students, 8 professional data scientists). All had some experience programming in Python and had worked on at least one data analysis project.

We conducted all trials in the same room using a Macbook Pro laptop running macOS. The ProvBuild interface ran in the Google Chrome browser.

### 5.2 Procedure

Each experiment started with a basic demographic and technical background survey. Next, participants were given instructions on how to edit in each mode (ProvBuild and Conventional mode). They then engaged in one practice round with each tool. The practice tasks were similar to the tasks given during the main study and let the participants familiarize themselves with the interface.

Finally, each participant completed a series of four debugging tasks. These tasks were modeled after common data analysis procedures. For each task, participants were asked to minimally modify a script to a get specified desired output. The task conditions consisted of programming modes (ProvBuild and Conventional) and difficulty levels (Easy and Hard). We designed the two difficulty levels of tasks and validated their difficulties (Q9) in the user study (Section 5.4.1). Easy tasks about math calculation and matrix transformation contained fewer than 100 lines of code; hard tasks about model training and parameter tuning contained nearly 300 lines of code. The task orderings were counterbalanced both in the order of programming mode and difficulty level.

Participants were given ten minutes to complete each task, with instructions to complete each task as quickly and accurately as possible. We timed each task from the moment the participant began reading the script to the moment she verbally expressed completion. Most participants completed each task comfortably within the time limit. If the participant was unable to complete the task within the 10 minute limit, we recorded the result as unfinished.

In the ProvBuild programming mode, participants had the option to identify functions or variables they wanted to modify thereby generating a ProvScript as shown in Figure 3. After generating a ProvScript, participants could modify and execute that ProvScript instead of working with the original script. After participants obtained the desired output, they triggered the merge module to integrate changes from the ProvScript back into the original file. In the Conventional programming mode participants edited the original script using a text editor and checked results by executing the whole script.

To evaluate cognitive load, we examined their digital memorization behaviors [14, 55] in each task: we asked participants to memorize ten random numbers in one minute before each task. Upon task completion, participants were asked to recall the numbers. If participants were able to recall more numbers, this was indicative of lighter cognitive load during task completion. After completing each task, the participants were given a final questionnaire asking them to respond on a 7-point Likert scale. The first six questions were the NASA-TLX standard questions, which evaluate perceived workload [25, 26] and provide subjective ratings along six subscales: Mental Demands, Physical Demands, Temporal Demands, Own Performance, Effort Level and Frustration Level [24]. The remaining three questions evaluated the user’s perceived self-efficacy and subjective assessment of ease of use and effectiveness. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked whether they had any feedback concerning ProvBuild. Each participant spent approximately 60 minutes completing the experiment.

### 5.3 Data Analysis

This was a within-subjects study with two factors: task difficulty {easy, hard}, and programming tool {Conventional, ProvBuild} and the following measures:

- **Completion time.** We measured the completion time from the moment they started reading the script to the moment they declared that they were done. For participants who
Table 1: Summary of the results. ProvBuild and Conventional columns represent the average experiment results under both task difficulty in the corresponding editing modes. All nine subjective measures were reported on a 7-point Likert scale, while self-reported preference is reported as the sum of nine responses; lower indicating higher preference. We used the Holm’s sequentially-rejective Bonferroni procedure since we tested multiple simultaneous hypotheses. We report both raw and adjusted p-values. Statistically significant results are marked with an asterisk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>ProvBuild</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Raw p-values</th>
<th>Adjusted p-values</th>
<th>Sig.?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Completion time</td>
<td>339.70s</td>
<td>423.18s</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0003</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Accuracy on cognitive load test</td>
<td>68.09%</td>
<td>54.79%</td>
<td>= 0.0007</td>
<td>= 0.0014</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Self-reported preference</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>30.05</td>
<td>= 0.0131</td>
<td>= 0.0131</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Detailed subjective results of the NASA-TLX standard questions and subjective assessment questions. The answer were rated on a 7-point Likert scale. * means the main effect for tools is statistically significant (p < 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>ProvBuild</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>p-values</th>
<th>Sig.?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How much mental and perceptual activity was required? (1 = low, 7 = high)</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How much physical activity was required? (1 = low, 7 = high)</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.6849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How much time pressure did you feel due to the pace at which the tasks or task elements occurred? (1 = low, 7 = high)</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How successful were you in performing the task? How satisfied were you with your performance? (1 = easy, 7 = hard)</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>0.0837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of performance? (1 = easy, 7 = hard)</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.1049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus content, relaxed, and complacent did you feel during the task? (1 = relaxed, 7 = stressed)</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.0798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How confident were you about your answer(s)? (1 = low, 7 = high)</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>0.2308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How hard (irritating) was it to use the tool? (1 = easy, 7 = hard)</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How hard was it for you to accomplish this task? (1 = easy, 7 = hard)</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.1003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were unable to complete the task within the 10 minute time limit, we recorded their time as 10 minutes1.

- **Accuracy on cognitive load test.** We asked participants to memorize ten random numbers and recall the numbers after each task. We interpreted recall accuracy as a measure of cognitive load (more numbers recalled correctly indicating lighter cognitive load).

- **Self-reported subjective measures.** After each task, we asked participants six questions relating to their perceived workload and three subjective assessment questions. We computed the sum of all nine subjective responses with the same response order (lower indicates better) as the self-reported subjective measure (two items were reverse coded for analysis such that lower number always indicated a more positive response).

To guard against Type I errors due to multiple hypotheses being tested, we applied the Holm’s sequentially-rejective Bonferroni procedure [27, 47] to the analyses, which introduces fewer Type II errors than the more common simple Bonferroni correction. We report both raw and adjusted p-values.

During evaluation, we first summed all nine subjective responses to assess whether participants had an overall preference for either mode (two items were reverse coded for analysis). We then conducted a statistical analysis of each question separately.

### 5.4 Study Results

**5.4.1 Main Analyses.** The main results are summarized in Table 1. Everyone who completed a task in the allotted 10 minutes did so correctly. However, 1 of the 21 participants did not finish an easy task with either programming tool. 3 of the 21 participants did not finish a hard task with the Conventional mode while only one did not finish with ProvBuild.

We validated task difficulty to ensure that the Provbuild and Conventional tasks were comparable (Q9): there is no significant difficulty difference between the two easy tasks (averaged difficulty rating 3.23 on a 7-point Likert scale, F(1, 20) = 0.5333, p = 0.4737) and two hard tasks (averaged difficulty rating 4.07 on a 7-point Likert scale, F(1, 20) = 2.3343, p = 0.1422), respectively.

As shown in Figure 4, participants had statistically significant shorter average completion time (F(1,20) = 66.64, raw p < 0.0001, adjusted p < 0.0003) using ProvBuild (M = 339.70 seconds) than using the Conventional mode (M = 423.18 seconds). Hypothesis 1 was supported. ProvBuild decreased average task completion time and significantly improved programming efficiency in both task difficulty levels.

Participants had greater number recall accuracy after programming with ProvBuild (M = 68.09%) than after using the Conventional mode (M = 54.79%) as shown in Figure 5. This main effect

---

1 Because more participants failed to finish in time using Conventional mode rather than ProvBuild mode, trimming the completion time to 10 minutes for incomplete tasks did not unfairly advantage ProvBuild during analysis.
was statistically significant ($F(1, 20) = 16.00$, raw $p = 0.0007$, adjusted $p = 0.0014$). These results support Hypothesis 2 and indicate that ProvBuild was able to lighten cognitive load. In other words, ProvBuild is less taxing on the user’s mental resources.

Participants also reported being more satisfied overall after programming with ProvBuild ($M = 25.97$, lower is better) than with the Conventional mode ($M = 30.05$). The difference was statistically significant ($F(1, 20) = 7.42$, raw $p = 0.0131$, adjusted $p = 0.0131$). Hypothesis 3 was supported by our subjective data analysis: participants overall preferred ProvBuild over conventional processing methods.

Also, those who preferred Conventional mode commonly stated their preference was due to the fact that they were more familiar with the Conventional programming method than with ProvBuild. 5 of the 21 participants indicated that they felt it was more convenient to program with ProvBuild in the latter tasks as they became more familiar with the interface.

5.4.2 Additional Analyses. Table 2 presents the detailed subjective results. These self-reported results demonstrate that the participants experienced significantly less mental effort (Q1, $F(1, 20) = 3.3727$, $p = 0.0237$) and felt less time pressure (Q3, $F(1, 20) = 4.4268$, $p = 0.0482$) when using ProvBuild. Participants also felt that the tasks were significantly easier and less irritating to use ProvBuild than the Conventional interface (Q8, $F(1, 20) = 8.0769$, $p = 0.0101$).

When using ProvBuild, participants also experienced relatively lower levels of irritation regarding the coding task (Q6, $F(1, 20) = 3.4069$, $p = 0.0798$) and higher levels of perceived success in task completion (Q4, $F(1, 20) = 3.3140$, $p = 0.0837$). These differences are marginally significant ($p < 0.10$).

6 STUDY 2: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To answer our performance-related research questions (RQ2 and RQ3), we ran benchmarks on a Ubuntu 18.04 LTS computer with Core i5 3.5GHz CPUs, 16GB of memory, running with Python 2.7 and SQLite 3.15 (noWorkflow’s storage engine). noWorkflow introduces three sources of overhead. It’s possible that a different provenance capture mechanism would produce lower overheads, but analysis of different capture mechanisms is outside the scope of this study. First, noWorkflow initializes its data storage prior to script execution in a preprocessing step. Second, during initial script execution for which we collect provenance, noWorkflow’s dynamic analysis introduces overhead. Third, noWorkflow writes its provenance data to a SQLite database during execution; SQLite is not a terribly performant database. We report these overheads in Table 3. Note that we ran an unmodified version of noWorkflow in this study. As ProvBuild does not depend on all the functionality of noWorkflow, it’s likely that a streamlined implementation of noWorkflow could reduce the overhead.

6.1 Initialization Slowdown

To quantify ProvBuild’s overhead (RQ1), we collected Python scripts from published work and compared script length and running times with and without ProvBuild. Dataverse is a platform for publishing data sets used in research publications [29]. We used its programmatic API [38] to obtain real-world Python scripts. We queried Harvard University’s public Dataverse instance [39] for every archived data set containing Python scripts. We then downloaded the 92 published data sets including Python code. Unfortunately, many of the archived data sets were missing key files. Only 54 of the 92 contained both scripts and the accompanying data. Of those 54 scripts, only eleven ran to completion as published.

Table 3 shows the breakdown in running time. Execution time increases dramatically, in the best case, by only 56%, but in the worst case by around a factor of 30. The majority of this overhead is due to noWorkflow’s dynamic provenance tracking. Writing provenance to the database also adds significant overhead (column Storage Time). Other provenance tracking solutions [34] keep provenance in main memory and write it persistently after execution; this approach seems attractive. As we will see in Section 7, users did voice concern over the initial run time, but not enough to prevent them from using ProvBuild.

6.2 Debugging Speedup

To demonstrate how ProvBuild can ultimately increase development efficiency (RQ2), we measured ProvBuild’s performance after making three types of changes to each of the eleven scripts from Table 3. A Class A change directly alters script output, e.g., changing the format of the output. A Class B change alters an input file or input variable. A Class C change modifies the parameter of a function in the script, e.g., changing the value of a model parameter. For those eleven scripts, we randomly selected one of each type of change and measured how long it took to execute the ProvScript produced by ProvBuild.

The speedup inherently depends on the length of the code path following the edit. As Class A changes affect only the output stage of analysis, ProvBuild often generates significantly shorter scripts and produces significant speedup. For our eleven scripts, these speedups ranged from a factor of 1.78 to 39.31 (i.e., the ProvScript ran almost 40 times faster than the full script). Table 3 shows that the ProvScripts generated from Class A changes had 74% fewer lines of code, on average. Class B and Class C changes induce smaller speedups. The resulting ProvScripts retained, on average, 77% and 58% of the lines of the original script, respectively, while the speed-ups averaged 1.23X and 2.46X, respectively. ProvBuild explores the dependencies downstream of the edits. Speed-ups are smaller, because ProvBuild must retain all the downstream dependencies; the earlier in the script a modification is made, the more of the script must be retained for re-execution, producing longer re-execution times. Even in the worst case (Class B), we attain some speedup. In all three classes, ProvBuild is able to use stored provenance to shorten run time.

7 STUDY 3: DEPLOYMENT IN THE WILD

We conducted another user study to evaluate ProvBuild’s usefulness (RQ4) and efficacy for data scientists from different domains. The study was a real-world deployment of the system in which participants could choose when and how to use the tool. We ran this field study to see if participants would choose ProvBuild in real scenarios in place of other tools available to them. We used surveys to obtain feedback from participants. Participants received no incentive to use ProvBuild; feedback was solicited only after they used it. We approached the 21 participants from the prior study, and
Table 3: Comparison of running times and lines of code of data analysis script executed without ProvBuild and with it, averaged over 5 runs (variances negligible)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script #</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Original Exec time</th>
<th>Runtime w/ noWorkflow</th>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Class B</th>
<th>Class C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-processing</td>
<td>Exec time</td>
<td>Storage time</td>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Exec time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>13 (0.03 (3.33x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>33 (1.08 (2.48x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>124.03</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>12 (1.05 (4.24x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>97.26</td>
<td>326.85</td>
<td>10 (0.16 (39.31x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>72 (1.43 (5.07x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>337.97</td>
<td>1520.11</td>
<td>26 (11.30 (1.78x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>69.61</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>1540.81</td>
<td>2023.65</td>
<td>40 (22.91 (3.04x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>78.73</td>
<td>63.47</td>
<td>298.88</td>
<td>39.45</td>
<td>76 (14.24 (5.53x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>22.98</td>
<td>1917.23</td>
<td>3815.01</td>
<td>26 (6.41 (12.64x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>129.12</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>4017.26</td>
<td>2914.30</td>
<td>92 (56.61 (2.28x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>140.71</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2835.34</td>
<td>2109.23</td>
<td>41 (13.10 (10.74x))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12 of them (8 men, 4 women) agreed to participate in this study. The details of the study were revealed only once a participant agreed to participate.

7.1 Procedure and Data Analysis

We gave participants access to ProvBuild for one week. This allowed them to explore and use the tool for Python debugging in their daily work. We intentionally gave participants complete latitude about when they used ProvBuild. At the end of each day, we asked the following survey questions to understand if and how participants chose to use ProvBuild: (1) Did you use ProvBuild today? If so, what were you trying to accomplished by using it? (2) When you used ProvBuild, what did you like about it? (3) Did you have any problems using ProvBuild? If so, please describe them. (4) Are you inclined to use ProvBuild again? Why? (5) Would you recommend ProvBuild to others, why? These five questions were all free-response questions with no character limit requirement. We asked them daily and only required them to answer on the days that they had chosen to use ProvBuild.

To analyze the collected data, we utilized qualitative data analysis methods [22] and performed the iterative inductive analysis [12]. Two researchers first independently clustered the data and open coded the dataset into themes. Themes included commonly mentioned benefits and common challenges. Next, the researchers collaboratively reviewed the data, compared codes, identified emergent themes and discussed discrepancies to develop a mutually agreed upon set of themes. They then performed an additional round of independent coding and verified the emergent themes and associated transcript segments.

7.2 Study Results

In this study, we collected 18 surveys from 12 participants. All participants chose to use ProvBuild at least once, while four participants used it more than once in a one-week period. 11 out of 12 participants indicated that they would use ProvBuild in the future (Q4). Participants reported a large number of programming scenarios in which they used ProvBuild in their daily work. One common situation was script debugging and parameter tuning. Participants used ProvBuild to debug "simple Python scripts" (P12) and multiple scripts with "complicated dependencies" (P1), or "finely tune parameters in code" (P9). Several participants focused more on writing scripts for model training, while some were working on math calculations in Python.

7.2.1 ProvBuild Benefits. Participants mentioned ten different benefits of using ProvBuild. The most frequent benefits, mentioned by nine participants, were that ProvBuild saved programming time and allowed users to find code dependencies more easily: "It helps find all the dependent code pieces when you target a specific problem, which greatly saves time and reduces errors." (P1) "It explicitly tells me the dependence of certain functions and data. It runs really fast." (P3) "It speeds up calculations by storing file data within the code." (P11) Another respondents reported: "it really saves programming time (both execution time and thinking time)" (P8).

ProvBuild is also considered particularly beneficial for understanding project workflow, mentioned by six participants: "I like that it cut down on the amount of code I have to learn and understand." (P9) "It can provide the part that I want to rerun, so I don’t need to do the whole preprocessing every time." (P2) "It would help with complex programming workflow." (P7)

ProvBuild reduces the need for memorization of the details in a workflow by providing shortened scripts, which makes programming and debugging easier. Five participants mentioned this benefit, which also supports Hypothesis 2 from Section 5, in real-world studies: "I love this because it can keep the records of the old files and I don’t need to remember the workflow of all my programs. The only thing I need to decide is which part of the program needs to be changed." (P6)

Another common benefit mentioned by seven participants is its usefulness. It "simplifies" (P4) the debugging process and "shortens" (P2) program scripts: "It’s really easy to make changes in old scripts in order to match new models." (P6) "I think it’s useful to debug programs with complicated steps." (P4)

Three participants explicitly mentioned that ProvBuild provides intermediate results to facilitate programming process: "When
I do math in Python, I often need to print all variables to find the problem and I forget to do that sometimes. With ProvBuild, I can check those constants in every step and it really helps” (P8) "I like the idea of considering the intermediate results as constants. Most of the time, I only care about the follow-up calculation after those values.” (P4)

Overall, participants expressed a preference for using ProvBuild and mentioned that ProvBuild improves the debugging process mainly by reducing programming time, allowing users to find dependencies and understand their workflow more easily, reducing the need for memorization. Participants do not report any significant barriers to independent use.

7.2.2 ProvBuild Challenges. Participants also raised several concerns after their use with ProvBuild. The predominant concern stated by five participants was the slow initial run time relative to running without ProvBuild: “The initial execution with ProvBuild takes longer than I expected, especially when the training files are large. However, once I finish the first run, it ultimately saves time. I would like to continue to use ProvBuild for future debugging.” (P2) “I found that the initialization of ProvBuild takes a bit longer. I guess it needs to trace everything and keep the records.” (P7)

While ProvBuild was able to generate a new simplified script, two participants were concerned about its “accuracy” (P2) and completeness: “ProvBuild may have limitation in tracking the provenance of program execution, which may return an incomplete relevant code segment.” (P12) Although some participants expressed concern about the validity of ProvBuild, no one in this study obtained incomplete or incorrect results.

Two participants explicitly mentioned that ProvBuild should support multiple types of search targets: “I couldn’t search for a variable that was a function argument.” (P10) "It seems like ProvBuild can only search for global variables.” (P2)

Further concerns about ProvBuild are its scalability “to process a large project.” (P5) and “memory usage”(P6).

Finally, since the participants have their own programming styles, one of them asked "is it possible to show some visualization from ProvBuild?” (P3), while another wondered that “it would be better if it works with Jupyter.” (P4)

Overall, we found these criticisms encouraging in that they addressed issues we knew about (e.g., initial run time) or that could be easily addressed (e.g., integration with Jupyter). Convincing users that ProvBuild produces correct results is an interesting challenge to address in future work.

8 DISCUSSION
ProvBuild allows data scientists to perform basic data analysis routine with lower completion time and less cognitive load, thereby increasing their programming efficiency. Although its provenance capture system increases initial runtime, participants found the cost-benefit trade-off worthwhile, demonstrating that its utility compensated for the increased initial runtime.

Threats to Validity. Regarding internal validity, user performance on the controlled experiments might depend on a user’s ability to comprehend unfamiliar code. To mitigate this threat, we did within-subject experiments testing each participant under all conditions; the independent evaluation reduces errors associated with individual differences. A remaining challenge is to design a study that is rigorously controlled, but allows users to work on code with which they are already familiar.

Participants of the deployment study may have been inclined to answer favorably, since we were asking about their experience using ProvBuild. To reduce such bias, we used impersonal surveys, rather than face-to-face interviews.

The greatest external threat to validity is our assumption that noWorkflow captures provenance correctly. Its use in reproduction studies suggests that the community believes it to be appropriate for reproducing computation, which is effectively how we use it [17, 37]. It is also possible that we have not identified all instances in which the provenance does not capture all the information necessary to produce a complete and correct ProvScript. Should such situations arise, our experience suggests that the tools we’ve developed make it possible to easily collect additional information.

Limitation and Future Work. ProvBuild’s initial runtime overhead might pose an obstacle to adoption, so our immediate plans including changing or improving the provenance collection strategy, disabling parts of the provenance capture that are unnecessary for this application, and tuning the remaining parts of it. RDataTracker-lite is an R tool similar to noWorkflow [34], which showed that capturing only the detail needed for ProvBuild reduces overhead by roughly 50%. Integration with a widely-used IDE, such as Eclipse, or other interactive computational environments, such as Jupyter [30], will also facilitate adoption. While ProvBuild is currently Python-specific, it relies only on the provenance output and the ability to parse the input source code. It should be straightforward to adapt it to other languages that have provenance-tracking support, e.g., R [34]. We also believe it is possible for these language-specific capture tools to produce provenance in a language-agnostic form, which would make it possible to develop a language-agnostic ProvBuild. In the longer term, we are looking for other opportunities to leverage provenance to help programmers streamline their development process.

Data Availability. ProvBuild is available on the open-access repository Zenodo [28].

9 RELATED WORK
Make [15] is a build automation tool that uses static analysis to execute only those steps of a build process that depend upon modifications. Rather than using provenance, make uses Makefile paths to explicitly keep track of file targets, inter-file dependencies, and command sequences. Users build Makefiles manually or use additional tools, e.g., autoconf [16, 54], to produce them. make is similar to ProvBuild in its ability to reduce re-execution time. However, make does not address the cognitive load issue nor does it help users identify problems more efficiently.

StarFlow is a make-like tool that tracks data dependencies in Python at function-call granularity [3]. The dependency tracking procedure for StarFlow uses static analysis, dynamic analysis, and optional user annotations for specifying function inputs and outputs. ProvBuild extends this work by removing the need for annotations to track dependencies. Like make, StarFlow does nothing to reduce cognitive load.

InCPy is a custom, open-source Python interpreter that performs automatic memoization and persistent dependency management
at the function call level. IncPy automatically sends function calls, inputs, and outputs to a persistent on-disk cache immediately before the target program is about to return from a function call [23]. By automatically caching and reusing the results of function calls, IncPy enables programmers to iterate more quickly on their scripts, in a manner similar to ProvBuild. We wanted to compare IncPy re-execution times with those of ProvBuild; unfortunately IncPy has not been maintained, and we were unable to get it to run on modern Python scripts.

Similar to IncPy, Joblib is a dynamic analysis tool that transparently caches arbitrary Python objects to avoid unnecessary computation in Python [53]. IncPy and Joblib are similar to ProvBuild in the re-execution part, but they do not track dependencies other than functional ones and also do not address cognitive load.

ProvBuild uses both static and dynamic change impact analysis (CIA) [4]. Generally, CIA identifies the potential consequences of a change and estimates how to propagate the ramifications of that change. Static CIA analyzes the syntax, semantics, and change histories of a program without directly executing it [43, 50]. Dynamic change impact analysis captures information by executing programs on a real or virtual processor and utilizes dynamic information about program behavior to determine the potential effects of a change [32, 33, 40, 41]. CIA has been used in large and evolving industrial software systems [2] to evaluate test suites when a software system changes [46], compare large programs with different version histories to highlight changes [8], and analyze change propagation in large software systems and architectures [20]. Professional software engineers leverage CIA to estimate large software project changes.

To the best of our knowledge, ProvBuild is a novel application of CIA, using it to improve runtime and cognitive load during data analysis development tasks.

Incremental compilation and self-adjusting computation are techniques that attempt to save time by recompiling only those outputs that depend on changed data [1, 11]. Most of these techniques rely on dependency graphs that record a computation’s data and control dependencies so the change-propagation algorithm can identify sections that are affected by a user modification and rebuild only these relevant portions. The major result of change propagation is to incrementally build the script. It is similar to our work, while ProvBuild also directly improves the user programming experience.

10 CONCLUSION

ProvBuild is a novel use of language-level provenance that streamlines the iterative development process by allowing a developer to focus only on the code that the programmer is debugging. We use provenance to construct a dependency graph and generate a simplified script containing only those code blocks pertaining to a user-specified function or variable. This accomplishes three things. First, it helps users avoid unnecessary changes to their script (which frequently introduce new bugs [57]). Second, it makes it easier to identify and reason about code modifications that are necessary to correctly achieve a goal. Third, it reduces execution time and users’ cognitive load, because only a portion of the original script is run at each iteration. Together, these reduce the time and effort it takes to debug data analysis pipelines. The results of the quantitative evaluation and the user feedback show that ProvBuild can be an easy, effective, and efficient tool for data scientists who use scripts to process and analyze data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time language-level provenance has been used to address programmer efficiency.
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